
NOT ALL CLICKS ARE 
CREATED EQUAL

Make sure you’re spending your money on engaging your audience - not just 
on the cheapest clicks, as chances are, they’re cheap for a reason.

If you understand what drives quality traffic and balance that with the 
scalability of your distribution sources, you will quickly learn how to spend 
yyour money more effectively in order to generate greater ROI.

Nudge 2017

Upstart: provides targeted 
email newsletters to 
promote your startup

LiveIntent: has an email ad 
solution.

Criteo: is an ad network for 
almost any digital channel 
including email messages.

Inside: enables brands to 
sponsor newsletters.

Newsletterdirectory.co: lets 
advertisers sponsor some 
very small email lists.

Gold Lasso: manages native 
ads in email newsletters.

Not all clicks are
created equal

We base quality on a metric called ‘Attention Minutes’, 
divided up by distribution sources, i.e. the active time 
that a person is consuming your content layered against 
traffic sources.

Email newsletters drive 65% higher average attention minutes, 
than the norm.

However, it’s not the distribution source that will scale as much 
as other; So, use email newsletters as a tool to improve the 
overall quality of your campaigns.

The options below provide some great ways to get started:

65%
higher average
attn. minutes

62%
lower average
bounce rate

55% 
higher quality
traffic

9%
higher average
attn minutes

Google always ranks as a high quality distribution source in 
Nudge quality benchmarks. It also provides scale.

But will your paid content rank? From Google's perspective, 
if it’s the best content for that search term they will show it. 
The easiest way to get started with paid search is with 
Google AdWords.

Bounce rates related to influencer traffic are 61.72% lower than the 
mean. This means you’ve got an incredibly engaged audience on 
your hands that you need to make the most of.

Influencers also drive really high attention. 

So, make sure you link through to your other content, because if 
someone clicks, they are going to be valuable to your business.

Publishers own content drives 54.94% higher quality than social, and 
provide a reasonable amount of volume.

Reach out to your preferred content studio and incorporate publisher
 direct into your next campaign.

TOP 5 DISTRIBUTION SOURCES, BY ATTENTION MINUTES

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

INFLUENCER MARKETING

SEARCH

PUBLISHER

RECOMMENDATION UNITS


